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Communication between data acquisition and control systems has always been a concern. Other 
important issue is building large, integrated, scalable systems. This is due to consisting modules 
incompatibility. We focus our work on tiny devices, such are microcontrollers, mobile phones, and 
like; target platform is Corba/e. Intention is making trivial generation of environment specific 
optimized code for Corba clients and servers. It addresses resource limited devices rather than 
standard ones which generate code for large, resource rich, PC like architectures; they are typically 
language oriented. We define a modified version of attributed grammar file with Coco/R which 
contains parsing rules and language specific mappings as well as template target file. 

Keywords: Distributed control systems, code generation, Corba, microcontrollers, parsing, 
grammars, Coco/R. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

As a conclusion of data acquisition project works [1,2] has been shown the difficulty of 
heterogeneity among different dedicated modules. Most important are due to 
communication and integration.  

 

Fig.1 Java enterprise visualization modules organization 

Fig.1 presents concrete implementation, a project named Java enterprise visualization 
(Jevis). It consists of following modules: JEVASD, JEADF, JESchedD, JECalcD, 
Jakarta/Tomcat server and database. 
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1.1 Jevis active server deamon (JEVASD) Responsible for in-the-field devices 
communication such: data concentrators, sensors and others. As a data concentrators are 
used web service based ones: iLON100, VIDA98/99. 

1.2 Jevis active data fetch (JEADF)  

Transfers data from JEVASD to database. Communicates via pipes. 

1.3 Jevis scheduler daemon (JESchedD) 

Designated module for scheduled tasks. Its activities are: sql stored procedures execution, 
running JECalcD module periodically. Built on DB APIs (Database Application 
Programming Interfaces), exec routines. 

1.4 Jevis calculation daemon (JECalcD) 

Does various calculations and processing. Typical jobs: database cleaning from-terrain dirty 
data, approximations. Built on DB APIs, standard math library. 

1.5 Jakarta/Tomcat server 

Processes servlets from public web application. These are run time built queries or existing 
stored procedures. 

1.6 Database 

Oracle type, contains data structures and values read from in-the-field devices. 

Obvious is the conclusion about different technologies involved and heterogeneity of the 
system. Redevelopment of the system is required by allowing adding and removing 
modules in pluggable fashion, unique allocation and communication. Next section focuses 
on this issue. 

2. HOMOGENEOUS PLATFORM 

We choose Corba (Common Object Request Broker Architecture) as a base platform 
among other distributed technologies; since the beginning Corba is designed to be language 
and architecture independent, although often viewed as difficult [3]. 

However, this should not be a concern since the code generators do almost all of the 
hardest, programmer has to implement only the body of routines defined in IDL (Interface 
Definition Language) file. They should automatically generate code as much as possible in 
order the programmer to concentrate on the nature of the task to be implemented. 

First paper has been published in 1991 by Object Management Group [4]. It tended 
addressing language independent issues although first version could be implemented only 
using C. Major extensions were added with version 2.0 appeared in 1994 providing Internet 
Inter-Orb Protocol (IIOP) which is an adopted specification of General Inter-Orb Protocol 
for TCP/IP. IIOP guarantees that system components developed for different vendor’s 
ORBs (Object Request Broker) can interoperate with one another, whereas before version 
2.0, different system components could communicate only if all of them used the same 
vendor’s ORB. With Corba 2.2 was added another major feature: POA (Portable Object 
Adapter). The POA, together with an update to the C++ mapping, removed the server side 
portability problems that existed to that point. By the time various improving features were 
added, and interesting shifted towards making it available on tiny devices. 
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Fig.2 Common object request broker architecture 

Corba objects (clients and servers) communicate via ORBs. Besides carrying 
request/response streams they provide scalability [5] regarding to object distribution and 
allocation. From client side IIOP based ORB receives the request and forwards it to 
particular host/port when object is at other machine, otherwise it is passed to respective 
POA which further processes the request and allocates the target object. In both cases, 
being the target object at other or the same machine POA is responsible for its allocation. 
Thus, POAs are specialized entities for handling object types and locations. Usually they 
are designed for specific objects-servers built on particular GIOP (General Inter-Orb 
Protocol) specification, for instance IIOP. They handle, among others object location and 
state. 

Other important mandatory element is IDL. As is known Corba is language and platform 
independent. Client running in Linux written in C makes requests on a server running in 
Windows written in Java. IDL provides description of functionalities the server provides, 
thus the name. Its syntax is similar to Java interfaces or abstract classes, as shown in fig.3. 

interface MotorControl { 

readonly attribute char <sequence> type; 

short   get_position(); 

void    set_position(in short ps); 

}; 

Fig.3 IDL for 8051 based motor control 

IDL file from fig.3 is a server description for stepper motor control with 8051 
microcontroller. It defines two functions get_position and set_position, which return and set 
respectively the motor shaft position in angle units. Routines internally implement pulse 
number to angle units conversion. There is also a read-only property named type returning 
sequence of characters with motor description. As previously stated all is handled with 
8051 microcontroller, which is actually a service. Communication is realized with 8051’s 
built-in serial RS232C port. 

Corba/e specification appeared on May 2006 [6] introduces changes to standard version 
adaptable to embedded systems. It consists of two profiles [7], compact and micro and is 
dedicated to distributed real-time & embedded computing (DRE). Summarized 
characteristics are as follow. 
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2.1 Corba/e compact profile 

Fits resource-constrained systems (32-bit processor running a RTOS-real time operating 
systems), but supports sophisticated applications such as signal or image processing in 
Real-time. Interoperable: Compiles all OMG IDL (although dynamic aspects of CORBA – 
IFR, DII, DSI, recursive Valuetypes, dynamic Any – do not execute); Integrates with 
applications running full CORBA, CORBA/i, CORBA/e Compact Profile, and CORBA/e 
Micro Profile; Supports native IIOP (all versions through the current GIOP 1.4 and IIOP 
1.4). Deterministic: Supports Real-time CORBA with Static Scheduling; Propagates Real-
time CORBA priorities over the wire; Disallows dynamic aspects of CORBA – IFR, DII, 
DSI, dynamic Any, recursive Valuetypes. Server-side: POA Supporting Transient or 
Persistent objects; Retained servants (disallows Implicit Activation); Prioritized multi-
threading under ORB control. Complete: Includes Naming, Events, and Lightweight 
Logging Services. 

2.2 Corba/e micro profile 

Fits on a mobile or similar device with a lowpower microprocessor, or high-end DSP. 
Interoperable: Compiles all OMG IDL (Dynamic aspects of CORBA – IFR, DII, DSI, Any, 
Valuetypes, transient Servants – do not execute); Integrates with applications running full 
Corba, Corba/i, Corba/e compact profile, and Corba/e micro profile; Supports native IIOP 
(all versions through the current GIOP 1.4 and IIOP 1.4). Deterministic: Supports only 
statically defined Interfaces, Interactions, and Scheduling; Supports Real-time Corba mutex 
interfaces. Server-side: For compactness and deterministic behavior, supports exactly one 
POA; allows only transient, retained servants with unique, system-assigned IDs; and 
multithreading under ORB control. 

3. STANDARD CORBA DEVELOPMENT 

Due to its complexity existing implementations include several tools providing automatic 
code generation and customizations. 

 

Fig.4 Corba client/server development process 
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Fig.4 shows schematically Corba development process with Orbit [8] which comes with 
SuSe Linux. orbit-idl-2 accepts idl file as argument then generates stubs, skeletons, 
interfaces and classes in C. Client and server application code has to be written by the user. 
Bindings for other languages are also available. 

4. TEMPLATE ORIENTED APPROACH 

Orbits and other development processes that may fit as in fig.4 are language oriented, 
resource rich, PC like architectures although this is theoretically realizable to any 
architecture or embedded system which compiler exists. Situation to be considered is with 
tiny architectures, like microcontrollers, which producing optimized code is important. 

When high level compiler for particular architecture exists then approach as in fig.4 is 
correct applying it to block 5, but it becomes impossible with new developed chips which 
compilers still doesn’t exists or more customized and optimized code is required. 
Assembler compiler even for new ones is present almost always. 

We build generators which input file syntax is given by attributed grammars, further ATG. 
IDL syntax defined in [6] given in EBNF (Extended Backus-Naur Format) [9] has to be 
rewritten. Further we use Coco/R (Compiler compiler generator) [10] to build the ATG 
based generator. 

Schematics of two approaches are presented in fig.5. 

 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

Fig.5 Simplified schematics of code generation. a) Orbits idl2language generator produced files are 
compiled with architecture dependent high-level language compiler. b) ATG based generator 

produced files are compiled with architecture dependent high-level language compiler. c) ATG based 
generator produces assembler files. 
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In general, the problem of building code generators basing on attributed grammar 
definitions using Coco/R is considered. 

Coco/R takes an attributed grammar of a source language and generates a scanner and a 
parser for this language. The scanner works as a deterministic finite automaton. The parser 
uses recursive descent. LL(1) conflicts can be resolved by a multi-symbol lookahead or by 
semantic checks. Thus the class of accepted grammars is LL(k) for an arbitrary k. 

Coco/R is implemented in most popular languages: C#, Java, C++, Delphi, Modula-2 and 
Oberon. 

Scanner and parser are extended to support so-called mapping container attributed 
grammar, a modification of language specific attributed grammar. It contains mappings 
from attributed grammar rules to particular programming language constructs. Further these 
constructs are to be applied to concrete schema or template to produce the source code. 
This is contained in language specific template file. 

 

Fig.6 ATG based generator schema 

4.1 Mapping container attributed grammar (MCG) file 

Reason for combination ATG grammar with language translation constructs is that for 
certain rule exist unique mappings and it is written only once. It is possible to define 
mappings for more than one language making complex the resulting content. Main 
difficulty even with single mapping is the seeding of mapping rules within ATG ones as 
well as their relations. Not all the rules heave mappings as well as single rule may heave 
more than one mapping. 

Let the ATG file contain the rule for method recognition within IDL file. Target files 
(sources) might be implementations in C, with corresponding header and source, such a 
method would heave the declaration in header and definition in source. MCG should 
consist of two sections, header-containing environment specific information and body-
containing mapping specific information. 

4.2 Language specific template (LST) file  

Templates for target files are defined here. It consist of two sections too, header-containing 
environment specific information, like the name and extension of target file and body-the 
template of resulting file. Body consists of static and dynamic sections. Static are simply 
copied in the target file conform its order/position in template, while dynamic are 
respective mapping tags. Recalling to example from previous paragraph; ATG method tag 
is present in both stubheader.lst and stubsource.lst, while first contains the tag (mapping 
rule) for declaration only, the second for definition and possibly declaration-reference. 
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5. FURTHER WORK 

Generator is applied to client and server code generation based on IDL file. Issues like 
development and implementation of environment specific ORBs and POAs using ATG 
based generator is not useful, since they are written only once. Development of Java 
version ORB for Series 40 mobiles supporting TCP/IP (IIOP), UDP and COM is in 
progress. It should be considered, that currently there is no adopted GIOP standard for 
COM and USB. We applied mentioned method also to 8051 family of microcontrollers for 
testing purposes. 

6. CONCLUSION 

Model of code generation treated in this paper is applicable to any technology defined with 
attributed grammars. We apply to Corba/e in order to build homogeneous distributed 
control systems. Results in this case are satisfactory. 
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